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This book emerged from the Drug Market Analysis Program (DMAP) sponsored by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) in five cities across the country. The DMAP aimed for an improved understanding of the dynamics of local drug markets through computer mapping coupled with analytical techniques. In Jersey City, NJ, for example, the project team established a computer mapping capability for the police department, analyzed data on the city's drug markets from a variety of sources, and conducted a successful field test aimed at disrupting local markets. Having established a computer mapping system, they quickly discovered other uses for computer mapping that included crime maps, maps of citizen calls, and maps to assist investigations. In short, any data with addresses could be mapped.

The versatility of computer mapping brings both positive and negative features. On the positive side, it adds a tool for better understanding of crime and its prevention. Analysts can look more closely at crime clusters and crime displacement. Careful mapping can show whether enforcement efforts have been effective and whether areas with crime concentrations are receiving proper attention. Interestingly, computer mapping may also show that crime is not a problem in an area. On the negative side, computer mapping requires us to pay more attention to the analysis that goes into a map's creation, which, in turn, requires more attention to crime prevention theory. It is my belief that theory has been frequently overlooked in computer mapping — a deficiency that is addressed in several of the chapters of this book.

It is clear from NIJ's research efforts that interest is growing in computer mapping among several diverse groups. Crime analysts are interested because of their support role in strategic and tactical operations in law enforcement agencies. Police managers want timely and accurate information for more rapid deployment of personnel, and they want follow-up and assessments of their crime prevention efforts. Computer mapping aids in these aims. Geographers have interests in the distributions, patterns, and relationships of crime, and they strive for new tools to connect crime characteristics and physical surroundings. Finally, criminologists have interest in crime mapping as a means of developing and verifying crime prevention theories.
What I also find of value in the contributions to this book is the range of analytical power that can be achieved with spatial analysis and mapping. On its most basic level, computer maps provide simple descriptions of crime events on a geographic basis, usually emphasized by shading the high- and low-density areas. These maps are simple, straightforward applications that are essential to the everyday work of crime analysis and crime prevention. At the other extreme are maps produced from sophisticated analytical schemes steeped in appropriate theory, in which the geographic area is a part of the spatial analysis and the aim is to show how crime moves or is displaced.

In response to the interest in computer mapping, we have established the Crime Mapping Research Center within NIJ for the purpose of contributing to both applied and basic research in the area of the analytical mapping of crime. The contributors to this book played a part in the foundation of this center. As currently envisioned, the center will fill a void by developing stronger analytical tools for computer mapping.

In summary, I recommend this book to anyone with an interest in computer mapping and its application to crime prevention. The contributions are from leading researchers and practitioners in the field who offer a number of insights on this important subject.

Jeremy Travis
Director,
U.S. National Institute of Justice
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